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IlBnrcarrox
Guidance, encouragement and inspiration

-

these three small words have

enoffnous meaning for me. Throughout my coursework at Augsburg and the writing

of

this paper, I received much-appreciated support from a number of individuals, which
helped me to

fulfill my dreams of a graduate

degree.

Leading the way was my advisor, Dr. Norma Noonan, whose infinite patience,

positive attitude and total confidence in my abilities helped me in more ways than I can
mention here. Dr. Bill Morris gave me invaluable guidance and encouragement not only
in relation to the writing of this paper, but in my role as an entrepreneur. I would also like
to thank Augsburg faculty members Dr. Cass Dahlglish, Dr. Norm Ferguson, Dr. Garry
Hesser, Dr. Beverly Nilsson and Drs. Kurt and Kathy Paulsen

o

-

and all my classmates.

These individuals pushed me to discover more, consider more, and move beyond my

comfort zone

- providing

an educational experience memorable

for its challenge as well

as its potential to spur me to grow as a person and a leader.

My family deserves

a special thanks for their love and encouragement

perhaps above all, their tolerance.

- and -

I'd like to thank my husband, Bob, for his eternal faith

in me and his unwavering support of my move into business ownership, and my daughter
Alyssa, for her delightful outlook on life and constant reassurance (not to mention her
proof-reading capabilities ! )
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Pnmacr
It was the fall of 1998 when I joined the Masters of Leadership Program at
Augsburg. I was searching for something...I didn't know what that'something' was, but

I knew that I was soon destined to make changes in my life. As my course work
progressed, I came to face the reality of my situation:
career path. The reasons for the decision to quit my

I could no longer sontinue on my

job were not

as important as the

outcome. In January 1999,I left my job (complete with stable income and benefits) and
entered the uncertain world of entrepreneurism.

I'm not a person that takes decisions like this lightly - yet, I hadn't considered
opening my own business until a few months before it happened. Somehow, the decision

o

seemed

"right" at the time. I found my experience

as a sole proprietor to be exciting,

exhilarating, and emotionally exhausting in a positive way

- and at the same time scary,

surreal and full of personal struggles.

I luckily was able to attract a stable base of clients quickly, ffid grew comfortable
in my new role. Six months after I started my business, a good friend and fellow
consultant approached me. She was a co-owner of a consulting firm, The M. Group, that

included three partners, each owning equal shares of the business. They wanted me to

join them

as an equal fourth partner.

My immediate reaction was one of uncertainty. I

was enjoying my independence; yet, I could also see the value in having others with

whom to share the ups and downs of business ownership.
As of the writing of this paper, I have not made my decision. The members of The

o

M. Group agreed to let me work with them for a year before formalizing our
relationship- in that way we can all see if my joining the group would be a good fit.

lndividual or Shared Entrepreneurship 4
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Others, though, are not so lucky, and do not have the option to try a partnership
on for size before they join. Critical decisions need to be made: How does one select the
best ownership option? What are the issues involved? What factors must be addressed?

Thus, the idea for this paper was born. Hopefully, through the research and

thought necessitated by the process of writing it, I will determine which ownership option
is right for me at the current time. I also hope it will help the scores of other women and
men who are making the same type of decision.

I

t
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Ansrnlcr
A key issue faced by new entrepreneurs is selection of a business structure.
Overwhelmingly, one of two options is chosen: sole proprietorship or shared partnership.
Personal leadership style, encompassing personal values, an individual definition

of

success, and possession of entrepreneurial traits, impacts the ultimate decision. Through a

woman's perspective, selection of a business structure through definition of personal
leadership style is examined in this paper.

o

o
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"If I could only be my own boss." How
gaze downheartedly at stacks

many women sit at their corporate desks,

of papers, and wistfully dream about owning their own

company? A growing number of women are turning this fantasy into a reality. Womenowned businesses are growing at five times the rate of other small firms
fastest growing business segment in the country.

-

making it the

It is estimated that women own half of

all businesses in the United States today, and employ more people than all of the Fortune
500 companies combined. (Larkin, 1993, 1).
The current economic climate in the United States encourages and nurtures

t

entrepreneurship, enticing more women to strike out on their own. It is the age

of

opportunity for women entrepreneurs, and they are creating a dynamic force that is
revolutionizing the way Americans do business. Women entrepreneurs are leading with
their own unique style, integrating professional and personal goals that promote a new
brand of success. The result is a leadership style integrating relationships, inclusion and
value-based management techniques.

But entrepreneurial success is not automatic. Starting a business is risky, and the
odds of succeeding are intimidating: Over 90% of businesses fail before they are five
years old, most in their first year of operation. Overwhelmingly, the reasons for business
success or failure

lie in leadership style of the business owner, based on personal values,

individual definition of success, and possession of entrepreneurial traits.
Women come to the world of business ownership with varying talents and ideas.

o

Some are

fully prepared, while others have had little or no experience in the business

world. For some, starting

a business has been a

life-long dream; others have jumped into

Individual or Shared Entrepreneurship
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ownership with little thought or planning. Some grow strategically, while others like to
keep their options open and 'go with the

flow'. Although there is not any one formula for

success, the common denominator seems to be that the type of business and the activities

conducted must fit the leadership style of the business owner.

Two types of businesses are overwhelmingly the styles of choice for new
entrepreneurs: sole proprietorship and partnership. For the purposes of this paper, sole

proprietorship is defined as a business ownership option in which the entrepreneur is the
exclusive owner and has total control over all aspects of the business. A partnership is
defined as two or more individuals having equal share of a business, in which partners
share in the financial risk and also the governing of the business endeavor.

This paper will examine the critical decision to create a new business as a sole

o

proprietorship or a shared partnership from a woman's perspective. It will provide
background on each type of ownership opportrurity and list the risks and benefits inherent

in each. The paper will also outline the importance of self-knowledge as a prerequisite to
making the decision between an individual or shared entrepreneurial approach, and
provide tools to help business owners determine personal strengths, weaknesses, values
and dreams. In addition,

it will present an overview of typical traits shared by successful

entrepreneurs, and offer suggestions for women who are making the critical choice
between sole proprietorship and shared entrepreneurship.

In exploring the literature concerning successful sole proprietorships and shared
partnerships, a wealth of information was discovered on the topics. While much of the

information is anecdotal, numerous empirical studies regarding entrepreneurial success

t

were discovered. Due to the abundance of information and the nature of this paper, the

review of relevant literature will be integrated throughout each topic in the paper.
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BncxcRorrlru
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams," said
Eleanor Roosevelt (Bank One, 1999, i). Belief in dreams, and an ability to make the
dreams come to, is the foundation for every owner of a thriving business. Successful
entrepreneurs have an ability to "see possibilities where others can see only closed doors"
(Jessup

& Chipps, 1991, xi).They begin with a dream and work to make the dream come

true, changing directions as the business climate warms up and cools down, always open

to new opportunities and challenges.
Every yaffi,600,000 Americans follow their dreams and start a small business

(Shefsky,1994,8). These entrepreneurs join the ranks of 19 million other small business
owners (Ludden & Maitlen, 1994,2). Small businesses provide 37Yo of the gross national

o

product, and have created 55% of all inventions since World War II (Ludden & Maitlen,

1994,2). The United States has seen a dramatic rise in the number of employees that

work at these businesses, and the amount of sales they generate.'olt's notjust an increase
in numbers," stressed Bruce Rosenthal of the National Foundation of Women Business
Owners, "but these businesses are significantly adding to the economy" (Costello, 1 999,

7). Where entrepreneurial ventures were once thought of as side companies, they are now
becoming larger and making a much more substantial impact on the United States
business climate.

Why the upswing in start-up businesses? The rise in entrepreneurship began in the
early 1980s, especially for individuals in the between the ages of 30 and 50. After
spending the majority of their lives in the corporate world, they were ready to experiment

t

with new behaviors, apply new skills, and discover untested boundaries of their
personalities (I.{elton, 1984, 4). In addition, the volatility of corporate America since the
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1980s has played a major role in the rise of entrepreneurism. "What has traditionally been

perceived as safe is not safe anymore," said Kim Marshall, CEO of a growing software
design company (McCune, 1995, l2).Large companies are shrinking, and no longeroffer

long-term career advancement and security. For women, gender equity issues in the
corporate environment played a role in their move to entrepreneurship.

As the rate of new businesses has grown over the past 20 years, public perception
about entrepreneurs has changed. Larry Winters, assistant vice president for small
business and online services for Dun

& Bradstreet, noted that a dramatic shift in the

perception of entrepreneurial enterprises has occurred, spurring additional new business

growth. Said Winter, "People who started their own businesses [in the early '80s] were
considered a little crazy

I

- beatniks or weirdoes. Now it's attractive,

almost fashionable"

(McCune, 1995,7). Once trendy, entrepreneurism has taken hold as a fixture ofthe
American business landscape today.
There remains a mystique about entrepreneurism, ffid misconceptions abound.
For instance, contrary to popular opinion, not every entrepreneur has a brilliant idea or a

compelling service that they want to bring to life. Often, entrepreneurs start a business
just to solve a problem they've encountered as a consumer, or to provide a service or
product that satisfies an unmet need. Other times, disillusioned by the big-business way

of doing business, they go out on their own to "do
once worked

'it'

better than the corporation they

for" (McCune, 1995, l4).

For most business owners, their enjoyment comes not so much from the prestige
or financial gains, but from the satisfaction of acsomplishing a dream. Successful

o

entrepreneurs get a "clear and pervasive sense of enjoyment from their work," explained
Pamela Boucher Gilberd, author

of Wildly Successful

Women,

ffid they "relish the

Individual or Shared Enffepreneurship l l
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'Sy'omen,
especially,
challenges as much as the opportunities" (Gilberd,1996,2l8).

gravitate towards business opportunities that provide a sense of enjoyment, freedom, and
value-based integration between personal and professional roles. For many of these
entrepreneurial women, it is all about striking a balance between outward trappings
success and internal rewards, "more a function of the integration of

manner that makes sense" (Gilberd, 1996,

of

work and life in a

l9).

Research from the National Foundation of Women Business Owners documents

that women entrepreneurs approach business differently than men entrepreneurs in the
way they lead and the priorities they establish. For instance, women are more likely to
combine both right-brained thinking (relationships, values and intuition) and left-brained

thinking (facts and logic). The result is a leadership style integrating relationships,

t

inclusion and holistic management techniques (Bank One, 1999, 1).
More than anything, women entrepreneurs are motivated hy freedom. Some of
these women have experienced the "glass ceiling," a phenomenon represented in the

inability for qualified women to advance to top levels of corporate management (Fouks,
1998,

iii). Forthese women, the freedom to make decisions

and a sense of autonomy are

driving forces. Other women find that the freedom to set their own hours, to work as hard
as they choose, and to

fulfill their passions is what drives them toward entrepreneurship.

Whatever the impetus, it is clear that freedom, not money or power or inJluence, is the

motivating force inspiring women entrepreneurs (Harrell, 1994, 60).
Wilson Harrell, as publisher of izc. magazine, described the entrepreneurial fever

for freedom eloquently:

I

Let me tell you what being an entrepreneur is all about. It's just one word. Such a
simple word: Freedoml Freedom to get your head above the crowd. Freedom to
be your own person. Freedom to have an idea and to turn that idea into a business,

Augsburg Ccllago LibrarY
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and that business into an empire,

if you can. Freedom to seek excellence. Freedom

to care about your product or service, your people, your customers (1994, 58).
Creative freedom to be herself and to feel passion is a noted plus for a woman
entrepreneur. "Meeting the challenge brings the exhilarating rewards of finding herself
empowered in a venture uniquely her own and engaged in what so many [women]
describe as 'doing what I was meant to do,"' explained Shoshana Alexander, founding

editor of the Utne Reader. "For a woman, starting a business has as much to do with who
she has been and wants to be as

it does with the products and services

she

offers"

(Alexander, 1997, 1).
Women are leading a major cultural shift in the business world. They are

introducing a different, unique and successful sfyle of leadership, based on relationships,

I

values, and infuition, combined with logic. Shoshana Alexander agreed, "Integrity,
cooperation, intuition, service, win-win strategies, encouragement, ffid mutual support
are qualities that many women offer their employees and clients, and these are proving to

be solid and successful business practices" (1997,5).

It appears that women-based entrepreneurial leadership styles are having an
impact. Since the early 1990s, women-owned businesses have grown faster than the
economy in general. As of 1999, there were 9.1 million women-owned businesses,

providing employment for 27.5 million Americans and contributing over $3.6 trillion to
the nation's economy. (Baxk One, 1999,1). Women-owned businesses increasingly are

contributing substantially to the nation's economic and social well being.

It is important to remember that entrepreneurs are cornmon people, of varying

I

capabilities and talents, who have simply learned certain common traits. Overall, they are

"complex, intense, determined, imaginative people who have faith in themselves and
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whose energy isn't sapped by anger, bitterness, or disappointment" (Silver, 1994, 3).

Equally important is the fact that there is much disappointment associated with
entrepreneurism. For example, over 90% of all new businesses fail before their fifth year

(Shefsky,1994,6). Typically, by the end of the first year of business, 5004 of new startup businesses fail. At the end of the third year, 80% of those businesses that remain fail.

Only 10% of companies make it past their fourth year of business (Harrell, 1994, 42).
For a woman, even with the necessary skills and talents, these challenges

of

entrepreneurship can be amplified. "She is often challenged to prove herself. She may be
discounted, disbelieved, or devalued in the marketplace and at the negotiating table

simply because she is a woman." Although many women are valued and encouraged by
the majority of men, "faceless sexism persists" in the world of business (Alexander,

o

1997,3).

A major challenge facing any business is securing capital and establishing credit.
For women this challenge, too, is magnified. "Despite their record of lower delinquency
on loans, women have generally found it harder than men to secure credit," says
ShoshanaAlexander (1997,3).A 1997 study conducted by Conning

& Co. investigated

risk management. Results indicated that the gender of the owner of the business is a

"powerful differentiator" of risk, as businesses owned by women have lower risk
exposures because women are better risk managers (Esters,1999, 1). Susan Peterson,

with the National Foundation for Women Business Owners, agreed that despite the fact
that woman entrepreneurs in this country are a great, untapped, and relatively low risk
market, "women business owners still have lower levels of available credit than their

I

male counterparts" (Alexander, 1997, 4).

Individual or Shared Entrepreneurship
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While the odds fior success appear daunting, they can be improved by
development of skills and a support network. A survey conducted by Minolta discovered

five reasons for small business failure. Topping the list was lack of capital (50% of
failures), followed by lack of business knowledge (23%), poor management (1gYo),
inadequate planning(15%), and inexperience (15%) (Ludden

& Maitlen, 1994,6). Each

of these reasons for failure can be recognized and compensated for by entrepreneurs,

if

they are open to and exploration of the self and taking the steps necessary to complete the
set

of skills necessary for success

- be that forming

a partnership,

hiring employees, or

contracting with consultants.
The decision to form a partnership, or to work as a sole proprietor and perhaps

hire additional help, is one that must be based on a variety of factors, the most compelling

t

being the leadership style of the entrepreneur. This leadership style is gained through

translating self-knowledge and entrepreneurial traits into a plan of action.
In the following section, the two forms of business ownership most often selected
by women entrepreneurs, sole proprietorship and partnership, will be examined. Risks
and benefits of each ownership option

will

be outlined. The section

will provide the

setting for the remainder of the paper, which furnishes a framework for deciding which
business option suits the leadership style of the entrepreneur.

Owunnsrrp Oprrons
There are three main ownership options from which entrepreneurs can choose.
Each option presents its own special set of risks and benefits, Described very

simplistically, the three options are: (1) sole proprietorship, defined as a type of business

o

ownership in which the entrepreneur is the exclusive owner and has total control over all
aspects of the business; (2) shared partnership, where two or more individuals share in
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the fi.nancial risk and also the governing of the business endeavor; or (3) publicly held
companies, where shares in the company are available to the general public via the stock
market. Sole proprietorship and shared partnership are by far the most widely selected
options by entrepreneurs, and the risks and benefits of these two forms of business
ownership are discussed in this section.
Sole Proprieto$hip
Sole proprietorship is the most popular form of business for start-up

entrepreneurs, as it poses the least conJlict of the three ownership options. First, it is
generally easier, quicker and less expensive to legally form a sole proprietorship. If the
business has a limited life with low risk potential, a sole proprietorship

will

be easy to

dissolve because the profits legally belong solely to the owner. Alternately, if the

I

business projects gtowth,

it is easy to

seek partners later

if there is a need.

In addition to the legal ease, owners of sole proprietorships have total control over
the business enterprise. They can determine which goals to accomplish, which projects to

undertake, how to run the business, whom to hire, and how much to earn, and when to

work. Since there is only one boss, there is no need to build consensus among partners or
to share the decision-making with others who have a stake in the business.
Sole proprietorship comes with certain risks, which include the financial liability,
the skill shortcomings of the owner, and the loneliness. Financial concerns are often
almost overwhelming

- especially

for the beginning sole proprietor. One reason for this is

that the owner is the only person responsible for marketing the business and bringing in
the clients. There is no one else on whom to rely, and no one else to blame, when the

t

business does not perform. Joel Hochberger, atrainer by trade and an ex-sole proprietor
describes the intense feeling of financial risk. "You worry. Every month, you start up

lndividual or Shared Entrepreneurship l6
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with nothing, and although the calendar eventually fills up and the checks come in, you
worry they won't" (1999, 35).

In a sole proprietorship, unlike a shared ownership, the owner does not have
partners with whom to share the risk or the expense. This financial risk is often
compounded by the fact that sole proprietors can experience a "lack of flexibility for

obtaining financing" (Fay, 1998,4). Lenders are often reluctant to back sole proprietors
because of the risk: The entrepreneurs have no partners to help make them be accountable

to the lender or to back them up during difficult times.
In addition to finances, a sole proprietor may face limitations in the skills they can
bring to initiate, maintain and grow the business. To be successful, entrepreneurs

typically must possess skills such as management, marketing, sales, accounting, finance,

t

human resource management, customer service, facility management, and inventory

control. "The owner of a business has to be in total control, a Jill who masters all trades
(or at least oversees them)" explained Jessup and Chipps, advisors to women
entrepreneurs. They added that entrepreneurs must be able to "dazzle clients,be a

sympathetic employer, fix the fax machine, and interpret profit-loss statements
the course of a day's activities. Can you do it?" (Jessup

- all in

& Chipps, 1991, 33). If not,

are other options. For example, sole proprietors can hire employees who have the

there

skills

that the owner lacks or bring in consultants. However, the business owrrer must have the
resources to afford this expense and the time to supervise these workers.

While financial risk and lack of needed skills are concerns for sole proprietors, the
biggest sense of dissatisfaction voiced is that, "single ownership is downright lonely"

o

(Tyson & Schell, 1998, 101). Manytimes, sole owners feel alone-withno one available
to truly understand what they are experiencing. They long for someone with whom to
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discuss their problems and their joys.

"Like it or not, we are social creatures. What's

more, we're pack animals by nafure. Human interaction and the feeling of connectedness

to others are basic to our sense of self," explained sole entrepreneur and freelatrce writer

Lionel Fisher (1995, 14). Good friends, family members, and mentors can show support,
but they do not understand the intricacies of the business experience like a partner would.

Harriet Rubin left her solo practice after two years because of the isolation she felt
owning a business on her own. Of all the lessons Rubin learned, she stated that the most
important may be this: "The very same things that make soloing rewarding are exactly
what make it hard," citing autonomy as the biggest reward and isolation as the biggest
drawback.

"I

was worn out from having to invent myself every duy," Rubin explained.

"One of the causes of fatigue is the need to create a strong 'brand called you.' You can't

I

solo without it...there is no one to fall back on...you become your own parent: you pay

yourself, tax yourself, administrate yourself." (Rubin, 2000, 9-11).
Since there is no one with whom to bounce ideas, the feeling of aloneness makes

it sometimes difficult for

sote proprietors to motivate themselves to set priorities and be

creative. In addition, single owners must be aware of the psychological damage that can
take place because of lack of social stimulation, as "there can be a tendency to fall back
on negative behaviors, harmful addictions, and adaptive rituals" when social contact is

diminished (Fisher, 1995, 14).

While total control and autonomy are often voiced as a positive aspect of sole
ownership, the person considering sole proprietorship must be aware of the "opposing
human drives for love and companionship, on the one hand, and autonomy, individuality,

I

and independence on the other" (Fisher, 1995,

l8). Achieving a healthy balance between

the opposing drives is the key to success for a sole proprietor. Individuals starting their
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own businesses may crave the sense of separateness, but it is important to be aware of the
need for solitude and the reality of loneliness

- the desire for privacy and the reality of

isolation. Joel Hochberger, who started a sole proprietorship before deciding that the
corporate life was more his style, offered good advice. Ask, o'Can I work alone,

completely alone?" (1995, 35). If not, sole proprietorship is probably not the suitable
ownership style for your leadership style.

In addition to isolation, credibility is another concern for sole proprietors: There is
a belief in corporate America that solo enterprises ctln not handle big projects. Scott Kerr,
a sole proprietor who specializes in helping Fortune 500 corporations with change

programs, found that many big companies were leery of forming relationships with him.

"They were chronically worried that solo entrepreneurs wouldn't have the resources to

o

deliver," Kerr explained (Falvey,1997,8). After years of successful projects with large
clients, he continues to find new client corporations are leery of his abilities.
Some sole proprietors circumvent the issue of credibility by making their
company appear to be a larger enterprise. There are several ways to do this. For instance,
the name of the venture gives the semblance of staff for instance, James and Associates.
They might also hire an answering service, to appear to have a secretary and others on

staff. Some simply try not to reveal the true nature of their business. Regardless of how
the issue is handled, credibility remains a crucial issue for sole entrepreneurs.
Conside.irrg the risks and benefits, is there a special type of person that is more

inclined towards sole proprietorship? Studies would affirm that a certain personality

profile exists. Using the Myers-Briggs and other assessment exercises, researchers have

t

found that individuals who launch one-person businesses "tend to be extroverted but with
a preference

toward observing events, testing for underlying causes and identifying
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patterns." In addition, solo practitioners are "highly decisive and act independently. -.tend

to be lone eagles...take pride in being expert third-party observers who can make
unbiased contributions, and they share enthusiasm for their work and the challenges they
face at each client" (Falvey, 1997,24-25).

In conclusiono a person, who is independent and who obtains satisfaction from
setting and accomplishing individual goals, \Mill probably prefer and feel more

comfortable in a sole proprietorship. This form of ownership works best when the
entrepreneurs have access to adequate funding, possess broad-based business acumen and

knowledge in their chosen specialty, and if they crave control and enjoy running a
business alone. For others who are not comfortable with being the sole financial

backbone of the company, have limited skills, or require more social interaction, a

I

partnership might be a better option.

Partnership
Starting a business may seem like the American dream, but it also can be a lonely,

risky and scary venture, especially when an individual does it alone. The logical solution
to the difficulties encountered in sole ownership, explained Jessup and Chipps, experts in
women and business issues, is to find a partner, "someone willing to invest the money,
experience, and dedication to make it succeed; a person who will provide yin to your
yang, balancing the scales where you might alone tip them" (1991, 35). As such, partners

typically bring needed capital to the business, add complimentary mimagement skills, and
provide needed emotional support. Others agree that given the right circumstances, a
partnership is the best decision. "A partnership in the right hands

I

will outperform a sole

proprietor in the right hands, any day" (Tyson & Schell, 1998, 103). Partnerships allow
the business to take on extensive contracts, develop a wide range of expertise among
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partners, ffid give other partners much needed respite and vacation times. ooEntrepreneurs
often think and act differently, but the most successful ones are not loners .. .
entrepreneurial teams of three or more persons have a higher probability of success"

(Hadzim4 2000, 27-28). Entrepreneur and attorney Lloyd Shefsky agreed, remarking
oothe

right partner can give you the confidence to be more entrepreneurial than otherwise.

If you

choose well, the partner

a better chance

will compliment your talents. Thus, the business will

have

of success." Stressing his point, he continued, "If you are lucky enough to

have a partnership that combines these virtues, one and one

will

add up to more than

two" (1994, 145).
Other experts disagree, ffid warn against shared partnership. Two such individuals
are Pollan and Levine, attorneys who specialize in representing entrepreneurs.

o

"If you are

thinking of going into business with apartner, think again. Two heads aren't necessarily
better than one. Partnership opens up a whole new set of potential problems for
entrepreneurs who already are faced with daunting tasks," they stated. "Partnerships only

work if they complete an otherwise incomplete equation

-

and

if they

are more than the

sum of their parts.Entrepreneurs who are already complete...can only do themselves and

the business harm by taking on partners" (1990, 195-196). Pollan and Levine summarized
the what they see as the limited benefits to shared ownership, asserting that there are

"only two good reasons for taking on a partner or partners: money and management"
(1990,195).
Business expert Lloyd Shefsky agrees that there is a definite dichotomy to

partnership*, and used a sailing metaphor to symbolize the risks and benefits:

I

It's nice to have a sailing partner to absorb certain tasks, to relieve you when
you're tired, to teach you what you don't know, and to correct your errors (if you
believe you can err), but nothing quite matches the exhilaration of having done it
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alone. A sailing partner may rescue you if you fall overboard. Of course, if you do
take a partner in sailing, his or her mistake could capsize you (Shefsky, 1994,
14s).

As seen in this example, with partnerships come the positives and negatives of

t
i

c

human interaction and personality differences. On the one hand, complimentary skill sets
can enhance the success of a partnership. Thus, a shared ownership relationship is

when you need others with more specialized skills.
complement your own skills, you

will

fitting

"If you find partners with skill that

create a stronger business through a larger pool

of

capabilities forthe management and operation of the business" (Ludden & Maitlen, 1994,
53). On the other hand, having partners also means more time spent managing the
business and making decisions and less time on what may have drawn you into

entrepreneurship in the beginning

o

-

delivering a project or service about which you are

passionate.

To help alleviate the difficulties, entrepreneurs must understand that the key
ingredient to successful partnerships is in finding the right partner. Individuals interested

in a partnership should fully investigate these questions: (1) Do they truly believe that
they need a partner? (2) Are they suited to working with partners? (3) Are their business
goals compatible with multiple-parhrer ownership? (a) What do they have in common

with other businesses and business owners who have adopted a shared partnership? (5)

r
Ef-,

Where do they see conflicts? And, flnally, (6) What is the likelihood of finding a partner

with complimentary skills and a compatible personality? (Tyson & Schell, 1998, 101102).

It is also important to question whether the partner that is being considered for

o

start-up will be the same type of partner the business will need years down the road. As a
business grows,

it can undergo dramatic change. "selecting a partner who fills a start-up
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need but

won't fit future needs can be shortsighted," warned Lloyd Shefsky. "You may

end up carrying a partner's dead weight

- rather than being affiliated

with

a partner

who

could be productive in growing the business" (1994, 147).

In conslusion, a partnership form of business offers many advantages. Partners
can bring to the table much needed capital, and they may make
business loan

will

be approved. They may offer complimentary

it more likely to that a
skill

sets that can enhance

the success of the business. In addition, partners can lend each other emotional support,
lessening the isolation that is causes distress in many sole proprietors. Nevertheless, with
a partnership, there is a loss

of control, because consensus needs to be reached on

business decisions. Entrepreneurs, who value control, find this to be the biggest challenge

of building a partnership.

o

There is no one-size-fits-all form of ownership. Much of the success of a sole

proprietorship or partnership depends on the leadership styles of the entrepreneurs. For
example, do they derive their energy from others or from themselves? Can they withstand
the pressures of being a sole owner, or do they prefer to share the burden with others?

Are they willing to forgo a piece of control to gain valuable, complimentary skills of
partners? Consequently, before deciding on a particular type of ownership, entrepreneurs

must gain valuable self-knowledge in order to make the selection that is right for them.
The following section outlines the importance of self-knowledge in choosing a form
business ownership.

defining success
style.

o

It will cover inventing oneself discovering personal values, and

- many of the main ingredients

in developing a personal leadership

of
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Srr,r' KFIowLEDGB
By the time most individuals begin considering entrepreneurship, they have
developed a personal leadership style. This style is made up of personality traits, values
and skills based on very individual preferences, unique to each person. While defining

one's leadership style is a difficult task to undertake, until entrepreneurs truly know
themselves

- "their strengths and weaknesses, what they want to do and why they want to

do it, [they] cannot succeed in any but the most superficial sense of the word" (Bennis,
1989, 40). Thus, before selecting an ownership structure, every entrepreneur should
deepen their level of self-knowledge

- for until they know themselves they cannot lead

themselves or others to success. The first step in gaining self-knowledge is inventing
oneself.

a

Inventing Oneself
According to Warren Bennis, noted authorify on business leadership, the most
important traits for entrepreneurs are self-invention and imagination, because they are the
basic skills that help individuals truly get to know themselves. "People who cannot invent
and reinvent themselves must be content with borrowed postures, secondhand ideas,

fitting in instead of standing out. Inventing oneself is the opposite of accepting the roles
we were brought up to play" (Bennis, 1993,l-2). Entrepreneurial endeavors, by their

very nature, cannot be successful if the owners are not willing to invent themselves along
the way.
Pamela Boucher Gilberd agreed. She developed a questionnaire that individuals
can use as a tool in their quest for self-invention. Entrepreneurs should take the time to

o

fantasize about each of these questions:

1.

With whom do you compare yourselfl
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2.
3.
4.

Who is your role model? What qualities does that person have?

By whose standard do you define success?
What three rewards are most important to you? How have they changed in
the last five years? How would you like them to change in the next five
years?

5.

What do you most like about your current situation? What do you least
like?

6.
7.
8.

What would make you feel completely satisfied?

Are you passionate about what you do and who you do it for?
Is there something you wish you would do if you'd'Just go for it"? Why
do you wish to do it?

9.

Do you have the balance and integration you want in your personal life
and career?

a

10.
I l.
12.

What would you want written as your epitaph?

Who would come to your funeral and what would they say about you?
What's the one thing you would change to make yourself wildly
successful on your own terms? (1996,25-26).

Exercises like these are helpful for entrepreneurs in gaining self-knowledge. By

inventing themselves using imagination and visiodrg, entrepreneurs will lead by
capitalizing on personal missions that are important to them. Experts agree that
leadership style reflects an individual's personality (Entrepreneurial Edge, 1994, 50).
Consequently, until entrepreneurs understand themselves, they cannot effectively choose
whether to lead solely or in partnership. One way to gain this valuable sense of self-

knowledge is through discovering personal values.

Discovering Personal Yalues
In addition to developing a commitment to reinvention, determination of personal

I

goals is of utmost importance to entrepreneurs. Azriela Jaffe, author of Let's Go Into

Business Together, developed a self-assessment tool to help would-be business owners
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discover the personal values that are motivating factors in their lives. See Appendix A for
a sample of the tool.

Entrepreneurs should keep their selected values in mind as they consider various
ownership opportunities. For example,

if individuals value

decisiveness, influence and

financial gain, they will probably be happier in a business that is quite dissimilar from
individuals who value calmness, caution and volunteerism. Entrepreneurs should also
review the list from time to time, as the definition of self may change over time, The
values checklist helps entrepreneurs understand who they are, and what they value,

making it more likely that they will be able to develop a business strategies that suits their
value system, and they will ultimately be more "profitable, productive, and fulfilled"

(Jaffe, 1998,45). In addition, the checklist could be used as a compatibility profile for

I

prospective partners.

Defining Success
Successful entrepreneurs match their business goals to their personal value
system. This helps them know where they've been and where they are going. The same is

true for successful leaders. Warren Bennis, consultant to multinational companies,
agreed. In his book, On Becoming o Leader, Bennis listed the following criteria for
leaders: They know their strengths and weaknesses, and how to use their strengths to
compensate for their weaknesses. They have a thorough knowledge of what they want
and why,

ffid can communicate this vision to others. In addition, they know how to

accomplish their goals (1989, 3). In summary, Bennis stated, "The key to full selfexpression is understanding one's self and the world" (1989, 3). Thus, it is not only

o

important to understand oneself; entrepreneurs must translate their strengths into action
plans for success.
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It is important to note that women define success differently from men. Their
definition has little to do with money or power, according to Pamela Boucher Gilberd,
but more to do with "issues such as liking what you do, enjoying the environment in
which you work, finding time for a personal life, living your own priorities (not someone
else's), and knowing that what you do has meaning to others" (1996, 15-16). Lillian

Vemon, founder and Chief Executive Officer of the Lillian Vernon Corporation, who
started her catalog company

with $3000 in cash and expanded it into an enterprise worth

$240 million, agreed, "Success is measured not necessarily by what others see but by
what they don't see - personal self-worth. Success is accomplishing what you most with

for yourself' (Gilberd, 1996, I ).
The integration of goals, values and priorities is important, especially for women.

t

They seek a balance between internal feelings of satisfaction and external manifestations

of success. A 1994 study conducted by the National Foundation of Women Business
Owners found that for women, "success is having control over their own destinies,

building ongoing relationship* with clients and doing something fulfilling. Men describe
success in terms of achieving goals." (Romano, 1,994,7). To balance external and internal

rewards effectively, women entrepreneurs must understand their personal leadership
style, including their definition of success.

Lillian Vernon proposed that to be successful, personality strengths and values
must translate into action. She advised that before starting a business an individual must:

You need to determine if you truly have the entrepreneurial spirit to
succeed...Can you make a long-term commitment to achieving your goals? Do

you have the mental and physical stamina to handle whatever demands the

I

business might make? Can you accept new ideas and failure? Can you focus on

many details at the same time? Do you have financial resources to launch your
venture and back-up resources to carry you through difficult periods? Can you
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move forward despite setbacks and learn from your mistakes?" (Independent
Means, 2000, 51).

Defining success is not a complicated process, said small business consultant
Pamela Boucher Gilberd,

o'it's

a matter of understanding your strengths and weaknesses,

who you are, where you want to go, and the external environment and your position in

it"

(1996,104). Some good questions for new entrepreneurs are: Where are they now in
terms of business insight and financial stability? Where do they want to go? How are they
going to get there? How soon? With whom? How will they get organized? What are the
costs? What are the benefits? What are the risks?

(Gilberd,1996,l20). Through these

questions, entrepreneurs can identifu the biggest potential pitfalls and strategize ways to
avoid them, which is essential to success in any line of work.

o

Defining success requires entrepreneurs to take a look at their financial goals, and
repeatedly update and modify them. Quite simply, "business is all about money

- making

it, spending it, making more. Thinking about money, and where to get it, will force you to
look at yourself and your potential business in the professional way that money lenders

will look at it"

(Jessup

& Chipps, 1991, l0).By knowing their goals, entrepreneurs will

be better prepared to secure funding, but, more importantly, they

decide whether they can survive in a sole proprietorship or

will

be better able to

if a partnership situation is the

better option. Once entrepreneurs reach a conclusion about what financial success means

to them individually, they can decide who they will need to help them. Can they generate
the work necessary to reach their financial goals as a sole proprietor? Will they need the
added capital that a partnership might bring?

o

"In

general, men who start their own businesses seem to gauge success by the

amount of income they can pull in" explained Matthew Hall, columnist for Business
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Women magazine. "Most women entrepreneurs, by contrast, seem to feel they're
succeeding when they are able to balance some achievements in business with a happy

home life" (Hall, 7993, 1). Thus, for women especially, business ownership is not only
about money. It is important for them to spend time thinking about the intangible
outcomes of business ownership.

"Excitement in any job springs from identifying your strengths and what you
enjoy and developing them in the work you do" (Gilberd,1996,220).In defining success,

it is important to take into account the passion that the entrepreneur has with the business
idea. For,

if the idea does not arouse excitement

and enthusiasm, the business is doomed

to failure. Individuals considering a new business should "identifu a niche that won't
leave you bored, [and] imagine that fate has sentenced you to pursue that business for

o

five years" (Edwards & Edwards, 1999,154). If entrepreneurs can visualize passion with
the idea, they can succeed.

In concluding this section, it is important to note that "not all people who start
their own business have what it takes to be a business owner/operator/manager. Perhaps
their personality, ideas, skills and abilities weren't up to the challenge," stated Stephen
Pollan, an attomey specializing in entrepreneurial issues. (1990, 39). Entrepreneurial
leaders must have a clear idea of what they want to do

-

personally and professionally

-

and the strength to persist in the face of setbacks, even failures. Th"y need to know where

they are going and why they want to go there (Bennis, 1993, 90).

It is clear through the comments of Bennis and other business experts that
translating self-knowledge and personal style into a plan of action is the first step for new

t

entrepreneurs. It is important for new business hopefuls to also understand that certain

traits have been positively identified to correspond to successful entrepreneurship. By
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contrasting their personal style with these traits, entrepreneurs can form a conclusion
about what type of business, sole proprietorship or shared partnership, may be the most
congruent with their leadership style that combines all of these elements.

Tnarrs oF SuccESSFrrL EurnrpRENEuRS
When researchers identified the most important traits for entrepreneurs, business
acumen was not listed in the top-most characteristics. Nor was financial shrewdness. The

traits most deep-seated in successful entrepreneurs are not related to skills such as these
but to character

-

or, more precisely, how individuals lead themselves and others. In a

study conducted by the U.S. Small Business Administration, five key traits were

identified as the most important predictors of an entrepreneur's success. These included,

(l)

o

drive and the desire to succeed,(2) thinking ability, including creativity, critical

thinking, analytical abilities, and originality, (3) aptitude for human relations, including
integrity, motivation and ability to negotiate, (4) the ability to communicate and make
themselves understood, and (5) technical ability, including the ability to understand

marketing and products, ffid adaptation to changing business conditions (Nerone, 2000,
6).
Research conducted by the Edward Lowe Foundation concurred. Successful
entrepreneurs were shown to share many of the same characteristics, including an

overwhelming need to achieve, creativity and innovation, and self-confidence; they are
risk-takers who need to be in control, learn from their mistakes and enjoy a challenging
environment (Entrepreneurial Edge, 7994,10). Warren Bennis agreed that personal traits
can make or break the entrepreneur, stating that effective leadership is 'ooverwhelmingly"

o

the function of character (Bennis, 1993, 75). Bennis explained that if you ask people what
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they want in a leader, they typically list three things, "vision, trustworthiness, and

optimism," ( I 993,75) all traits of successful entrepreneurs.
For the purposes of this paper, the most frequently identified successful
entrepreneurial traits have been divided into seven key areas. These traits include:

(l)

vision and passion, (2) self reliance, (3) ability to welcome change; (4) calculated risk
taking, (5) intuition and creativity; (6) persistence, and (7) integrity. Through personal
stories of successful entrepreneurs and integration of relevant literature these traits will be
examined in depth.

Vision and Passion
Vision and passion have been identified

as

key traits of successful entrepreneurs"

While the traits are different in nature, they seldom exist in isolation from each other.

I

Individuals who possess vision are able to see possibilities and dream about the future.
Those with passion believe that they can bring these dreams into reality.

Individuals with a sense of vision and passion exude a positive attitude.
Understanding their ultimate goal, they view every experience as a learning situation

-

thus, they maintain a positive outlook and see good fortune, not misfortune, in their
futures. Visionary and passionate entrepreneurs tend to be energetic and optimistic, and
enthusiastically focus on opporrunities, rather than problems. They work hard and realize

that setbacks are a part of life.
Pamela Boucher Gilberd said a true entrepreneurial leader must "share what you

do best and be generous with your expertise and enthusiasm." She challenged every
woman who wanted to be successful to ask herself this question, "Whose life

I

will you

change today because you were kind, generous, giving, compassionate, or a good

listener?" (1996, 240). By sharing passion with family members, friends, business
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associates and clients, the entrepreneur's true appreciation for

life shines through.

Without sharing the vision, entrepreneurs cannot lead others to understand their vision, or
share

in it.
Ann Ruethling is a woman driven by passion. Disturbed by the lack of caring and

respect expressed in many popular nursery rhymes, Axn began visiting the library to find

better books for her infant daughter. She kept notes on index cards about the books she

liked, and at what age she would introduce them to her child. Ann dreamed, "If parents
could just feed those wonderfi.rl books into the hearts and minds of their children, the

world would have to become a better place" (Alexander, 1997,45). She decided to
develop a catalogue for parents, and stock a few of each book. As her business,
Chinaberry Book Service grew, her husband joined her. They now have 50 employees

t

and annual sales of over $6
passion and her

million. To Ann, Chinaberry is not just

a business;

it is her

life's calling. "I still hope that by reading books to our children that show

people caring for and respecting each other, we can make a difference in the world"

(Alexander, 1997, 48).
Warren Bennis described visions, such as the hopes of Ann Ruethling, as "a

waking dream", and implored leaders to assume the responsibility "to transform the
vision into reality" (193,92). Jennifer Maxwell, co-founder and owner of PowerBar, [nc.,
was able to articulate and transform her vision into a reality due to her passion for
exercise. Maxwell, a long distance runner, worked diligently to develop a concoction

of

fructose, oat bran, and milk protein to help her and her boyfriend avoid cramping on their
treks. Today, while her company employs 250 individuals and supplies 70,000

I

PowerBars for the New York City Marathon alone, Jennifer is continually awed that the

PowerBaris so popular.'oI neverhad an overwhelming urge to earn a lot of money," says
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Maxwell. "Making this product wasn't

a

hobby or profession

- it was a passion"

(Wiesendanger, 1 999, 48).

A vision and passion can help entrepreneurs find the light through the fear and
uncertainty of owning a business, constant companions of entrepreneurs. Frances Karnes
and Suzanne Bean, specialists in education and women's studies, tell women to pay

attention to fear

oolighthouse
to guide you to your destination"
- it should be seen as a

(Karnes & Bean, 1997,150). They explained, "Fear comes to tell you that you're

gambling with your dreams

- that you're

risking big odds on your soul's desire" (1997,

l s0).

The exhilaration and fear that come with finding and pursuing a passion has been
compared to a roller coaster ride:

o

In the beginning, you pull yourself slowly up the first incline, making the tough
decision with a growing sense of excitement and foreboding" When you hit the

top, there is a brief, frightening moment of anticipation before all hell breaks
loose. Terror takes over as you go screaming into the unknown. For awhile, you
feel nothing but incredible fear, intemrpted by only a few bumps along the way.
Then, suddenly the ride is over, terror is gone and the exhilaration is all that
remains. It's time to buy another ticket (Harrell, 1994,22).

An internal sense of gravity is imperative in these situations, and this inner
balance is derived from the entrepreneur's vision and passion. These qualities allow
entrepreneurs to see beyond the fear, and move toward the future with the belief that they
can achieve their dreams.

Nora Mulholland, owner of the Office Furniture Broker, Inc., knows the fear of
business ownership all too well. She and her partner began their business with a computer

o

in her bedroom; their showroom was a photo album of snapshots of furniture that they
would tote around. After four years of hard work and struggles, her partner decided to
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leave the business, saddling Nora with almost insurmountable financial troubles. Looking

over the books after her partner left, she discovered that the entire database had been

wiped out, huge debts were unpaid, and her credit line was at its maximum. As frightened
as she was, Nora was not

willing to let go of her passion, and decided to continue the

business alone. Today the company has 10 employees and a 10,000 square foot

facility

with an in-house inventory of nearly $2 million in products (Pinson & Jinnett, 1992,
t73).

While a sense of vision and passion are critical to the dreaming process, an
entrepreneur must be able to make the dream come true. It is the trait of self-reliance that
helps make dreams a reality.
SeIf Reliance

o

Self-reliance is a personal motivation, desire and commitment to achieve. It
includes a sense of confidence and determination. Jane Wesman, owner of a long-lived,

flourishing public relations firm, stressed that all successful entrepreneurs have "courage,
energy and determination" (Wesman, 1995,3). Self-reliant people are persistent in
pursuing their dreams, and are driven to create a product, serve a customer, do

'something' better. They are motivated, self-disciplined, independent and trustworthy.
Self-determination "is the part of an entrepreneur that takes responsibility. An undying

will

is what sustains entrepreneurs and enables them to

unifli their organizations with

a

singular vision and mission" (Delong, 1998, 6).

Rita Channon, journalist and PBS host summed up the importance of selfreliance:

o

The only way to have any clarity in your life is to become self-reliant

...financially, emotionally...you've got to be there on your own...you have to go
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through being scared and doubting yourself, all of that, to know what you can
come through to on the other side. That is very powerful (Gilberd, 1996, 1 I I ).

A

sense

of self-reliance is "what motivates you, makes you mentally strong and

emotionally secure, maximizes your performance, provides you joy and fulfillment,

uplifts and restores you, keeps you on an even track, and gets you to where you're going"
(Fisher, 1995, 26). Self reliance is not a skill

- it is a frame of mind.

Ask Marie Eriko Miyashiro, owner of Marie Reiko Public Relations. Marie
started her business at the age of 24 with less than ayear' s experience in public relations.

Fifteen years later, she has grown her business into a multi-million dollar enterprise.
Marie counts her success on her self-reliant attitude. "I can usually tell what kind of a day

it will be in the first few minutes I walk into the offrce," she stated. "How? Because my

o

day has little to do with events or others,

it

has mostly to do

with my frame of mind"

(Pinson & Jinnett,1992,1l7). Marie reminds herself that "the secret to running any
business is all in the mind. The secret to remaining successful at

it is all in the heart"

(Pinson & Jinnett , 1992, 117 -l I 8). She credits self-reliance, especially during her first

five years of business,

as the

key to her success.

Self-reliance and determination are the qualities that make entrepreneurs drive to
succeed. "They

will figure out ways to go over, under, around or through obstacles to

reach their goal," explained Joe Hadzima, partner in a new technology venture group.

"Entrepreneurs leave the impression that they are going to succeed, that their train is
leaving the station and they will be on it, one way or the other" (Hadzima, 2000, 3-4).

Carol Rivendell and Martha Lindt are owners of Wild Women Adventures in

o

Sebastopol, California, and they exude self-determination. They combined their

respective skills as a psychotherapist and travel agent to offer "lnsanity with Dignity"
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tours, which provide an oppoffunity to "exhilarate your spirit, dazzle your senses and

pacify your mind" (Alexander, I 997 , 196). They described how self-reliance influences
every aspect of their business: "That's our style. If it feels right, we just do it. We can't

afford to be afraid to make a mistake" (Alexander, 1997, 189). The partners bolster each
other through the hard times, knowing that

"if we weren't

doing this together, there

would be no hope of doing it at all. So we plan on succeeding together" (Alexander,
1997

, I 91). "'We haven't had any mentors in creating this business, no blueprints, no

business plan.

If we had waited until we had loads of confidence, tons of potential and

o'You
consistently high self-esteem, we would never have started," stated the partners.

can't wait until all your ducks are in a row, because they never will be. You just have to
step off the curb and do it.

o

Life is a Wild Woman Adventure!" (Alexander, 1997,192).

Rivendell and Lindt not only relied on self-reliance to make their dream a reality

-

they also were able to change as their business grew and matured. After taking just one

customer on their first "Wild Woman Adventure", they now have waiting lists. It has
been their self-reliance and ability to change that has helped them see and adapt to their

customer base and the opportunities that presented themselves. This ability to welcome
change is a key trait of successful entrepreneurs.

Abilitv to Welcome Chanse
Entrepreneurs see change as the norm in the business world. They view change as
healthy, and use to their advantage.o'The entrepreneur always searchesfor change,
responds to it, and exploits it as an opportunity" (Drucker, 1985, 27-28). The one thing

that successful entrepreneurs have in common is "the ability not only to come up with a

o

dynamite business idea, but to continually refine their company's operations in response

to changing conditions" (McCune, 1995, 49). Embracing of change allows entrepreneurs
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to change their practices to match the markets, modifu their products to meet emerging
needs, and deliver their services in ways that customers find extraordinary.

"The most successful businesses start out with one idea and end up making their
money on another. I started with one concept several times, and it's ended up in another

direction, either as market conditions change or opporfunities open up," stated Lloyd
Shefsky, attorney to small business owners and a successful entrepreneur. "That, too, is
part of being a successful entrepreneur. Do not close your mind. You must be aware

of

changing circumstances that thwart your plans and react flexibly" (1994,25-26).
Cousins Eileen Tabata Fitzpatrick and Vicki Yagagami Ragasa used their ability

to adapt to grow their clothing line, and now have stores in Los Angeles, San Jose and
Sacramento. As Asian-Americans, the two women struggled to find clothing that

t

fit their

proportions and flattered their skin tones. With Vicki's expertise in manufacturing, and
Eileen's marketing experience, they decided to form their own company. They named
their clothing line Kanojo, which means "she" in Japanese. At first, they tried to sell their
clothing at shows in homes. While they were somewhat successful, they knew that

"clothing alone felt so inanimate...Kanojo needed a heartbeat" (Alexander, 1997,107).
The cousins brainstormed ways to elicit community involvement, creating style shows for

corrmunity organizations, which gotto keep l0% of sales. Inthe years since their simple
beginnings, the style shows have evolved into entire productions, in which a narrator tells
the story of the evolution of the Japanese-American culture from its origins in ancient
Japanese samurai times through today. The shows come complete

with period costumes,

ancient props, and actors. The cousins' business has matured from a clothing line to a

I

"celebration of the Japanese-American cultural experience....instilling pride in people old
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and young, as they witness the passage of history and see, after all of it, we live on"

(Alexander, I 997, I 10-1 I 1).
Change, such as the transformation of the Kanojo clothing line, is not always
easy, and

it requires infinite amounts of patience on the part of entrepreneurs. "The

solution to one set of problems often generates another set of problems. Entrepreneurial
companies are living things, managed by human beings, and random collisions serve to

knock them off their carefully laid plans with surprising frequency," said David Silver,
owner of a financial advising firm that specializes in assisting entrepreneurs with their
endeavors.

o'Many

entrepreneurs set out to solve one set of problems only to have the

collision of random forces knock them in another direction" (1994, l2).
Margaret Wheatley described this paradox of chaos and order in her

o

groundbreaking book, Leadership and the New Science. Chaos theory is grounded in the

notion that a very small occurrence can produce complex, unpredictable and sometimes
drastic results by triggering a series of increasingly critical events. Yet, underneath every
small change lies an underlying order in all that encircles us. "'We observe a world where
change happens in jumps, beyond our powers of precise prediction," said Wheatley.

"Growth is found in disequilibruim, not in balance...fluctuations are the primary source
of creativity" (Wheatley, 1994,20). Successful entrepreneurs are able to live by
Wheatley's assumption that "surprise is the only route to discovery" (1994, 142).It is the
entrepreneur's ability to change and grow which leads them to uncover possibilities that
others can not see.
Rosemary Gladsta.r, owner of Sage Mountain Retreat Center, loves herbs. Her

t

passion has given rise to a retail store, several different mail order businesses, product

lines, teas, school, books, and a retreat center. She starts a business when she sees an
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opporfunity or need arise, then turns it over to others to run.

"All along, my vision

was

not to run a business but to preserve an herbal tradition," said Rosemary (Alexander,

1997,205). She has devoted her entire life to bringing herbalism back into "vogue," and
in the process, has helped many people start ethical companies. Rosemary's ability to
change has enabled all of this to be possible.

Rosemary also risked all that she owned many times inthe growth of her
businesses. Yet, focusing on her passion rather than the risk, she was able to give rise to a

host of businesses that focused on her true mission: sharing her love of herbs. Calculated

risk taking has been instrumental to Rosemary's success, and it is a trait that successful
entrepreneurs share with her.

Calculated Risk Takins

o

Most successful entrepreneurs take reasonable risks. They provide room for

flexibility and ambiguity in their businesses, and are able to coexist with risk and
possibly debt. Their risk-taking outlook comes from their focus on continual
improvement.

While the majority of individuals classify entrepreneurs as risk takers, some
business owners disagree with the term. "Entrepreneurs are not risk-takers. They are so
sure that whatever deal they are working on

'Risk'will disappear if enough creativity

will

succeed, that they do not perceive risk.

is added" (Harrell, 1994,65)- One such oorisk-

taker" is Sister Rosalind Gefre, owner of the Professional Massage Center and School of
Professional Massage in St. Paul, Minnesota. After hearing God's call to become a
massage therapist, Sister Rosalind had to overcome misunderstanding in both the

o

religious and secular communities before opening her first massage center in 1983. She
was asked to leave her religious home because of the stigma associated with her business,
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and risked her business license because of problems with City regulations. Yet, she

continued to pursue her dream. Sister Rosalind now runs five centers offering therapeutic
massage and two schools teaching professional massage therapy. She is a regular at the

St. Paul Saints games, providing massages to adoring baseball fans. Sister Rosalind was
able to assume the risk because of her belief that what she was doing was a calling from

God. "Massage now no longer carries the stigma it once did, and sometimes I think that
maybe God needed somebody the public could trust to bring about that acceptance

-

perhaps a Sister could do that betterthan a layperson" (Alexander, 1997,a2).By risking

her reputation for a cause in which she believed, she now is able to help financially
support her religious order.
Geraldine Larkin, who runs an international consulting firm helping women

o

entrepreneurs, describes the power risk taking plays in an entrepreneur's life:

Taking risks means making decisions and taking actions without knowing the

result...you need to be willing to simply let go, pay the price of the decision or
action, change if you need to, look foolish occasionally, go against people you

love, be rejected by people for whom you care, be uncomfortable because
something is always new, lose'face', [and] lose everything you've everworked

for (1993, 6-7).
Successful entrepreneurs focus not on the risk but the opporfunity. Driven by
passion and vision, they have confidence in their ability to make their dreams come true.

Often, entrepreneurs "see their alternatives as less exciting, less fulfilling, and dismal"

(Shefsky,1994,6). Entrepreneurs yearn to be tested, knowing that their success depends
entirely on their talents, skills and efforts - and accept risk as an inevitable part of the

o

process.

"I wasn't oblivious to the risks," says Shefsky about starting his law firm, "but

risks paled next to the opportunities" (Shefsky, 1994, xiii).
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In 1980, Marcy Carsey Ieft the lucrative position of Senior Vice President of
Prime Time Series at ABC to start her own independent production company. One year
later, her cohort Tom Werner joined her, and they formed the Carsey-Werner Comp&rt!,
based out of Los Angeles, California. It was a frightening but exhilarating time in

Carsey's life. While she understood many facets of the television business, she wasn't
sure she could make

it as a producer. Yet, the benefits of the challenge far outweighed the

risk in her mind, and the gamble paid off. Since their humble beginnings, the team has
created such hits as The Cosby Show, Roseanne, Grace {Jnder Fire,

from the Sun (Alexander,

1997

Cybilt,

and 3'd Roch

, 86).

Individuals like Carsey seem to have a secret sense. They understand deep inside
that the risk is a risk worth taking. This secret sense, or sense of intuition, is a critical trait

I

of successful entrepreneurs, as it fosters creativity and ingenuity. Thus, intuition is
indispensable to individuals thinking about owning their own business.

Intuition and Creativitv
Intuition is the ability to know the right thing to do without conscious reasoning.
Trusting in their sense of intuition "enhances an entrepreneur's ability to react creatively
to situations. Reacting quickly in all circumstances requires confidence in one's intuition.

It is a hallmark of successful entrepreneurs" (Delong, 1998, 5). Lillian Vernon agreed. In
describing how she so perfectly senses her customer's fancies, she said, "My 'golden gut'
continues to be my best guide in selecting items for my customers" (Independent Means,
2000, 28).
Women are known for having a penchant for soft skills such as intuition, and

o

combine right and left brained thinking into a unique leadership style (Bank One, 1990,
1). This collection of intuition, and abstract and concrete thinking is a quality that sets
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many women entrepreneurs apart. "Innovation is both concepfual and perceptual," said
Peter Drucker. Entrepreneurs must "go out to look, to ask, to listen. This cannot be
stressed too often. Successful innovators use both the

right side and left side of their

brains. They look at figures, and they look atpeople" (Drucker, 1985, 135).

Women are experts at combining their intuition and their powers of conception
and perception. By melding these leadership traits, they are able to have an "ear for

detecting hidden goals, helping people define them and quickly figure out solutions. That

ability to rapidly

z:ero

in on problems and solutions has impressed clients

- and kept them

coming back" (Cleaver, 1996,26).Latrel Bursh, owner of Laurel Bursh Design Studio,
Inc. in San Francisco, California, is one such person. A high-school drop out, Laurel
began hammering metal wire into earrings and selling them on the street at the age

I

of

17.

Working as a cashier in a local five-and-dime store, customers began asking for her
earrings. When the store buyer saw the opportunity and asked Laurel to sell the earrings
to the store, Laurel's business had begun. "The elements that have made my business
possible are a weaving of destiny, magic, good fortune, sheer will and perseverance, and
determination

- far more than talent" (Alexander,

1997,32). "The universe has a

wonderful way of giving us what we need...But without having a plan, without knowing
what I was doing, I have created not just one but many multi-million dollar companies,"
explained Laurel. "For some people it works well to have a plan, but those who might be
more intuitive and not know how to make a plan can also manifest their vision and find

their way" (Alexander, 1997,34).

"You have to be creative about how you envision yourself and your business,"

I

stated Joanne Cleaver of Executive Female magazine (1996,5). Donald Kuratko,

Professor of Entrepreneurism at Ball State University, agreed, and called it "the ability to
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sense opportunity where others see only chaos and contraction" (McCune, 1995,31).

Many successful entrepreneurs build in time to daydream, fantasize, and creative problem
solve, knowing that, They "have an internal radar that helps them find a niche for
themselves and the companies they create" (McCune, 1995, 31).
Creative problem solving gives entrepreneurs a special kind of high. "After

achieving a truly creative solution to a problem, an entrepreneur is filled with a satisfying
sense

ofjoy,"

said Lauren Delong,

MBA candidate with extensive background in the

study of new business owners. Delong continued, "Entrepreneurs love not only what they
do, but how they do it as well. It is the creative approach that differentiates their actions.
Such creativity is what gives meaningto the entrepreneurial journey" (1998, 7), Carol

Boucher Gilberd agreed, "Your work is most enjoyable when it's an expression of your

t

own creativity. Take what you like most about your work and put your personal touch on

it" (1996,218).
Former master furniture maker and current restaurant owner Lynn Winter
understands the power of creativity. Lynn's dream had been to create one-of-a-kind wood
pieces at a little shop on a beach in California. While having her typical breakfast at the

local diner one morning, the owner, having an asthma attack, asked her to help out

waiting tables. Lynn began working there part-time, and discovered that woodworking
did not hold the same passion as waitressing. "I just loved serving people, the
relationships that develop, and the kind of things you can do. There was something so

intrinsically good for me in that" (Alexander, 1 997, 13). So, she sold her woodworking
business, moved home to Kentucky, and opened her own restaurant, the Paradise Cafd.

I

People come to the Paradise for more than just food

-

for instance, there is the pumpkin

carving at Thanksgiving time and the annual Easter Egg Decorating contest. The
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atmosphere is creative and imaginative

from the concrete farm animals outside the

-

restaurant to the eight-foot-high red coffeepot fountain. Customers happily wait in line,
treated by free coffee, as their children play with vintage toys in a special play area.

There are antique gadgets and funky salt and pepper shakers on every table. Her friends
warned her that people would steal her blind...but instead, she daily finds new treasures
that some customer has left behind.

"I feel that the things people use in their daily lives

should be fun and beautiful," expressed Winter. "People come to my place because they
feel creative here, they feel alive, they get a chance to be zarry without judgment. I've

built my business on that" (Alexander,

1

997

,

1

8- 19).

Carolyna Marks is owner of the Blue Rider School of Art and the World Wall for
Peace

t

in Berkeley, California. She teaches art and builds peace walls out of painted

ceramic tiles that she receives from individuals across the world. Her walls have been

built in

a

variety of countries, including Russia, Japan, Israel, and the United States. She

sums up the importance of creativity beautifully:

I think it is essential that people reco gnize what creativity is and use it as a tool in
daily life. Every time you make

a phone

call, it's a creative act. Every choice in

how to respond to another person is a creative act. It's so easy to get stuck in the
polarities of good/bad, right/wrong, realistic/unrealistic, but you can hold those
opposites in the same moment. That is the artistic process, that is peacemaking,
and

it is available to everyone. To me, being visually impaired and being a visual

artist is exactly that same paradox

- it is possible for me to do both. And while I

accept what life has given me, at the same time I count on miracles (Alexander,
1997

, I 03).

Carolyna Marks was one of the lucky ones. Due to her intuition, her painted tiles

o

were an instant "hit". Many entrepreneurs are not so lucky. For them, it takes a bit longer
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to gain a customer base, secure financing, or develop a wide following for their product.
For these

and all

-

- entrepreneurs,

persistence is an invaluable trait.

Persistence
Persistence has been defined as the ability to move from a dream to reality, to be

able to set and reach goals, to be impressed with productivity and not simply
appearances. "It requires a well-thought-out sense of goals and outcomes, as well as the
tools, resources, and skills you'll need to acquire to make your dreams come true"

(Gilberd,1996,101-102). Persistence requires

a person

to draw on a wide variety of other

strengths to be effective, such as "time management, the self-discipline to stay focused on
the

job at hand, and a sixth sense that helps you really understand what a client wants and

needs from a project all come in handy" (Cleaver, 1996,24). Persistence makes vision a

t

reality. As Pamela Boucher Gilberd described, you need to "create a vision from your
daydreams

planning

-

know your destination

- create your own 'luck' - make preparation

- use action plans to make your dreams

part

of

reality" (Gilberd, 1996,107).

According to the U.S. Small Business Administration, poor management is the
number one cause of business failure. Included in their definition of poor management
was the ability to organize, plan, control, direct and communicate (Entrepreneurial Edge,

1994,42). The real culprit behind poor management is in actuality a lack of perseverance.
Quite simply, "Persistence is your willingness to stay in the game_for as long as it takes"

(Larkin, 1993,8). Better management skills can be learned, yet some people tend to quit
when the going gets tough.

Not Judy George, founder and CEO of Domain Furnishings. Judy discovered her

o

passion was furniture as a child when she spent hours designing her perfect make-believe

world. Her business is now a $51 million home furnishings retail chain with 23 stores in
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seven states. George attributes her success not to her business skills, but to her
persistence. "There are lots of smarter, better business concepts and people with higher

intellectual levels, but I have never come up against anyone who has more tenacity or
perseverance than

& Coroll1

a $25

I do" (Top 500, 1999,44). Ruth Owades, President and CEO of Calyx

million flower catalog business owner, agreed: "The best qualities for

an entrepreneur are tenacity and the ability to stay focused on what you want to achieve.
So many things can go wrong,

it's easy to give up" (Top 500, 1999, 50).

Belinda Guadarrama, owner of GC Micro, in Novato, California, was forced to
discover her power of perseverance. Starting her computer supply business, she

continually came up against misperceptions and lack of trust from the corporate world.
When Belinda asked a loan officer for a $5,000 loan, the banker broke into laughter and

o

said, "There is absolutely nothing we can do for you." As she expanded her product line,
a representative

from a major computer firm outright stated that a "woman-owned

business would not have the management or the financial background to be able to
represent their product in the way

it should be represented" (Alexander,

1

997 , 52). Since

her modest beginning in 1985, she has grown the business to annual revenues of $25

million

- all due to her perseverance.
It is obvious that persistence is one trait integral to entrepreneurial

success.

Along

with perseverance, it is important for individuals to build trust with those with whom they
come into contact. For, if a customer does not trust that the entrepreneur has integrity, all
the persistence in the world

will not build the relationship.

IntesritY

o

Generating new business "is the product of a personal relationship based on trust"

(Falvey, 1997,18). Warren Bennis agreed, stating "integrity is the basis af trust, which is
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not as much an ingredient of leadership as it is a byproduct. It is the one quality that
cannot be acquired, but must be earned" (1989,41).

A recent study confirmed the

importance of integrity and trust, finding that people would much rather follow

individuals with integrity, even when they disagree with their viewpoint, than people they
agree with but who they cannot trust (Bennis, 1993, 82),

Auntie Anne's chain of pretzel stands began as a whim in 1989 and now has
blossomed into a $ 167 million business. The founder and owner, Anne Beiler, is a former

Amish girl with an 8ft grade education. How did this stay at home mom develop into an
international entrepreneur? "Running a successful business has a lot to do with integrity,

work ethic, treating people fairly and kindly and being honest in all your dealings,"

she

explained (Top 500, 1999,44).

o

Kristi Cowles, owner of Pederson Victorian Bed & Breakfast in Lake Geneva,
Wisconsin used her integrity to secure a bank loan for her business. She searched through
the town of Lake Geneva and found a small, old bank. Walking directly up to the

president, she explained who she was and why she thought she was a good loan risk.

Kristi asked the banker, 'If I could make my living for seventeen years inthis
singing

- when musicians

far better than I am couldn't

-

area

then don't you think I can do

this?' He agreed, seeming to understand her straightforward, honest attitude. Kristi
explained that just before she left the bank after securing the loan, she asked the president

how often he relied on his intuition to judge a person's integrity. Said Kristi, "He looked
at me with a twinkle in his eye and answered, 'About a hundred percent"' (Alexander,

1997, I 36).

o

Integrity, persistence, intuition and creativity, calculated risk taking, ability to
welcome change, and self-reliance are coflrmon traits of successful entrepreneurs, They
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are also the qualities of effective leaders. Leaders blends these character traits into a

personal style that sees the future without sacrificing the past or present. They cherish

their dreams and work to make the dream a reality. Effective leaders also understand that
true rewards are tangible and intangible, and that personal integrity is vital to their
success. Thus,

it can be said that effective leaders and successful entrepreneurs

possess

cofirmon character traits.

After individuals possess self-knowledge and understand how to combine it with
their entrepreneurial tendencies, they best lead themselves and determine what ownership
option is best for them. Thus, in making the decision, it is important to consider personal
strengths, weaknesses, and goals. The following section

will provide a framework for

making the important decision between sole proprietorship and shared partnership.

o

Maxm,rc rHE Dncrsrox
It is obvious that there is no one set formula for entrepreneurial

success: An

individual must implement several steps in making the right business decision. Step One
is to evaluate personal strengths and weaknesses, values, and goals. For example, do the
entrepreneurs possess the business knowledge to be successful? Can they accumulate the
necessary financial resources? Can they work alone, or do they prefer to have others on

whom to rely? These are just a few of the critical factors to consider before selecting an
ownership option.
Step Two is to analyze the skills that the entrepreneur brings to the endeavor.
These skills include business acumen, communication, judgment, atrd listening, just to
name a few. For example, one

t

skill that is essential to solo entrepreneurs is the ability to

think broadly, yet sole proprietors are often guilty of tunnel thinking. "You start to think
your way is the only wfly, but in reality, you constantly have to evaluate," warrls Pamela
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Boucher Gilberd, (1996, 206). While partners can help each other see early warning signs

of convergent thinking and provide ingenuity and creativity in problem solving, sole
proprietors do not have others with whom they can rely to keep them from tunnel vision.
Thus, vision and critical thinking are skills that are instrumental to sole proprietors.
Step Three is for individuals to analyze their mastery of entrepreneurial traits, and
take into account how many of these attributes they possess. For instance, vision has been
found to be a necessary quality for successful entrepreneurship. If an owner lacks vision,
he has a couple of choices: he can hire someone to be the visionary for the organization

or enter into a partnership with individuals who have vision. Most likely, the partnership

would be the better solution. So, too, if an entrepreneur is not persistent, partners rather
than consultants may be more likely to keep them on the right track.

I

Step Four is to combine all of the information on personal strengths and
weaknesses, values, goals and entrepreneurial traits, in order to understand their

leadership style. In doing so, individuals are then ready to begin making the
determination whether a sole proprietorship or partnership is the best option. For
instance, perhaps an entrepreneur discovers that he does not have the total package of
traits and skills he will need to start and operate the business he pictures in his dreams.
One way of augmenting his skills might be to

join forces with apartner. Or, imagine that

an individual has all of the entrepreneurial traits but is lacking in management skills

- or

that she has the entrepreneurial traits and management skills but she has no experience in
the business she dreams of entering.

A partnership might be her best option. Then again,

an individual that possesses many of the entrepreneurial traits, and finds that his value

o

system matches the business he is visioning, may very well be better

off in a sole
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proprietorship. There is no hard and fast answer. The choice must be made on the basis of
many factors that are unique to the individual and the business.
The U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA), in conjunction with the

American Women's Economic Development Corporation, developed an assessment tool
to help entrepreneurs in the evaluation of strengths, weaknesses and entrepreneurial traits.

It is an instrument that

has been

widely used by entrepreneurs new to the field of

business. The SBA cautions users that this is only a tool

- it may be an interesting

exercise to take and interpret, but the results should be kept in perspective.
used as a starting point

It should

be

- not as a sonclusion.

For each question, entrepreneurs should mark which answer best describes
themselves. Every question must be answered for the tool to be accurate.

o

I

Yes

I am persistent.
When I'm interested in a project, I need less sleep.
When there's something I want, I keep my goal clearly in mind
I examine mistakes and I learn from them.
I keep }.{ew Year's resolutions.
I have a strong personal need to succeed
I have new and different ideas.
I am adaptable.
I am curious.
I am intuitive
If something can't be done, I find a way.
I see problems as challenges.
I take chances.
I'll gamble on a good idea even if it isn't a sure thing.
To learn something new, I explore unfamiliar subjects.
I can recover from emotional setbacks.
I feel sure of myself.
I'm a positive person.
I experiment with new ways to do things.
I'm willing to undergo sacrifices to gain possible long term rewards.
I usually do things my own way.
I tend to rebel against authority
I often enjoy being alone.
I like to be in control.

No

Maybe
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I have a reputation for being stubborn.
TOTAL
x3

xl

xZ

SUB TOTAL
GRAI\TD

TOTAL

After completing the tool, users should add up the number of answers in each
column. Next, they must multiply the number of yes answers by three, the number of no
answers by one, and the number of maybes by two. By adding these three scores together
users

will discover their grand total. Totals indicate the following:
If you scored between 60 and 75, you can
earmarks of an entrepreneur.

start that business plan. You have the

If you scored between 48 and 59, you have potential

but need to push yourself. You may want to improve your skills in your weaker
areas. This can be accomplished by either improving yourself in these areas or by

hiring someone with these skills. If you scored between 37 and 47,you may not
want to start a business alone. Look for a business partner who can compliment

o

you in the areas where you are weak. If you scored below 37, self-employment
may not be for you. You will probably be happier and more successful working

for someone else. However only you can make that decision (Women's Business
Center, 1997 , 1-3).

By reviewing the tool, entrepreneurs can see where their weaknesses may lie.
They can then make a conscious decision to focus on gaining the complete skill set
necessary to the success of a sole proprietorship, form a partnership with individuals who
have complimentary skills, or hire employees or consultants to help make up for the skills

lacking.
Learning to adapt to one particular style of business is a lifelong course from

which one never graduates. And, it is important to point out that the choice of a business

o

structure not need be final: Choosing one structure in the early days of the business does
not keep individuals from changing to another form later on. However, by fully knowing
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themselves before they commit, entrepreneurs can be certain that they have done as much
preparation as possible to make their decision be a successful one.
When deciding between a sole proprietorship and a shared ownership form

of

business, the most important question is, "Why?" Once entrepreneurs uncover their
reasons and goals for the business, the decision about what type of business to form

will

hecome more apparent. "People who ask why tend to keep their priorities straight. They
base their decisions on personal values as

well

as business necessities,

which means they

also tend to avoid conflicts between personal ethics and business decisions" (Gilberd,

1996,13).

By asking "why", the individual is forced to focus on the personalmeaning of the
business. "Faced with a situation we don't like or a need to reevaluate what \Me're doing,

o

we tend to worry about what to do and how to do it, rather than taking the time to figure
out why" (Gilberd, 1996,13). The clearer the vision and the more specific the needs, the
more likely it is that the business

will

succeed

-

alone or with a partner. "Time, thought,

and rese areh," according to Gilberd, are the key elements in making a successful decision

(1996, 107).
As with any enterprise, "staying on course requires patience, sacrifice,
compromises and a bit of good luck" (Jaffe, 1998, xviii). Whether one chooses individual

or shared entrepreneurship, there will be struggles as well as triumphs. How
entrepreneurs approach the endeavor

-

with eyes wide open or closed to how their

personal leadership style impacts their business environment- makes all the difference in
the success or failure of whatever business style chosen.

t
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Ih,prrcarrous FoR Wonnntq
Before asking what type of business, entrepreneurs should examine their personal
leadership style, an individual combination of values, personal definition of success, and
possession of entrepreneurial traits. This is especially important for women

entrepreneurs, who as a whole are not motivated by traditional factors such as prestige
and high income.

A

1997 study of entrepreneurial women found that personal growth and

self-determination, not wealth, ranked high as motivation factors among women who
have started their own businesses. In measuring success, women ranked commercial

growth onthe low end of the list, while personal growth was ranked nearthe top (Female
Entrepreneurs', 1997, 1).
Women entrepreneurs lead with a distinctive style. Harrell explained, "Women

o

are natural entrepreneurs. They offer attributes men don't. They're born nest builders,

excellent cofirmunicators

- they know how to

oread' others

- and are natural team

players" (1994,18S). David Silver, financial advisor to entrepreneurs agreed. "Listen to
the voices of the woman entrepreneur. The tone is controlled, calm and self-assured.

It

ooThe

does not know bitterness, even when failure seems imminent," explained Silver.

woman entrepreneur is personally aware of the randomness of events, the shortcomings

of everyone with whom she deals, and the nucleating power of the law of reciprocity that
places trust at the heart of business" (1994,

xiii).

In 1994, the National Foundation of Women Business Owners conducted

of

a study

127 male and female entrepreneurs to discover how they defined and achievement and

success. The results indicated that women see men as being good at delegating, and men

t

see women as better at forming business relationships and better able to balance

different

tasks. In addition it found that the majority of the women business owners emphasized
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intuitive or'right brained' thinking, while the majority of the male business owners
emphasized logical or 'left-brained' thinking. Over 50% of the women related that they

relied on instinct, intuition, and gut feelings to make decisions, while 7l% of the men
indicated that they use logic

-

such as facts, reliable information, and analysis when

making decisions (Romano, 1994, 4-8).
Entrepreneurial women "have the courage to take a risk. They aren't afraid to try
things. They want to be who they are and not how anyone else wants them to be and that
is one heck of a motivating force," confirmed Geraldine Larkin, consultant to women
entrepreneurs. "They are good at relationships. They want to connect with other people.
They feel intensely, they think intensely and they are right where they are in the moment"

(1993,2).

I

Barbara Grogan, founder of $10 Million Western Industrial Contractors, Inc.,
knows the value that these traits bear on entrepreneurs

- whether they are male or female.

"Entrepreneurs are individuals. And they succeed or fail on the merits of their ideas,
ethics and attifudes

- not on whether they have one or two X chromosomes"

(Lesonsky,

1997,8). There is no denying the fact that personality plays an important role in the
success of the entrepreneur.

It is important that entrepreneurs fully understand their

strengths and weaknesses, values, goals and skills before investing in a particular style

of

business. In addition, they should examine whether or not they possess the traits common

to many successful entrepreneurs, including vision and passion, self-reliance, ability to
welcome change, calculated risk taking, intuition and creativity, persistence and integrity.

If individuals

I

have the total package of traits, skills and experience needed to start

a successful business, the most appropriate form of business ownership might be a sole

proprietorship. However, if individuals don't have all of the traits and skills necessary,
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they can augment their deficiencies by taking on a partner who has just the skills, traits or
experience they [ack. There is no hard and fast answer. The choice must be made on the
basis of many factors that are unique to the individual and the business. Yet the most

important factor is the leadership style of the entrepreneur, which consists of personal
values, individual definition of success and possession of entrepreneurial traits.

QPNCLUSIONS
The study of entrepreneurism has many recurring themes that parallel the study

of

leadership: the importance of knowing personal strengths and weaknesses, understanding

individual values, learning of traits that can translate into success, and setting and
reaching goals. The need for personal reflection is critical to the process of deciding
between solo versus shared entrepreneurship, as knowledge of the self allows individuals

o

to develop increased potential for leadership. As Wa:ren Bennis reflected, "At bottom,
becoming a leader is synonymous with becoming yourself. It's precisely that simple, and

it's also that difficult" (1989, 9).
For most women entrepreneurs, owning a business is not just a way to make
money

- it is a crucial source of self-worth. They identify themselves by the work they

do and the relationships they develop in the process, using a unique blend of right and

left-brained thinking in business ownership. Independence, control and freedom seem to
be the principal motivating factors for women entrepreneurs. They no longer want to be

led by someone else

- they want to lead and control their own destinies, integrating their

personal and professional lives in the process.
There are many ways to be an effective entrepreneur, just as there are many ways

I

to lead effectively. Entrepreneurs must develop their own unique recipe for success. Not
everyone has the skills and traits necessary to lead themselves to successful
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entrepreneurship. In these instances, a partnership may be the perfect form of business to
gather the

full complement of expertise. Ultimately, the choice between the two types of

ownership should be based on the leadership style of the entrepreneur, and not solely on
the basis of risks and benefits of one particular style of ownership.

It

seems that the same preparation is necessary

for success, whether the

entrepreneur chooses a sole proprietorship or a partnership: a deep assessment of the self.

By forming a business with

a base

that encompasses their personal strengths and values,

combined with a healthy dose of leadership sffle gained by self-knowledge, individuals
are bound for success

t

t

- whether

alone or in partnership.
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AppBt{ntx A

o

Self Assessment Tool
This tool, developed by Azriela Jaffe, author of Let's Go Into Business Together,
assists would-be business owners

in discovering which personal values are motivating

factors in their lives.

To use the tool, check which of the following values are of greatest importance in
your life. Check as many values as you wish, as long as the value is a true personal
motivator for you.

_Beauty

_Calmness

_Accuracy _Achievement _Admiration
_Analysis _Appreciation _Approval
_Caution _Challenge _Clarity

_Commitment

_Communication

_Community _Companions

_Completion

_Contribution

_Cooperation

_Creativity

_Decisiveness

_Directness

_Discretion

Education

_Efficiency

_Encouragement

_Fidelity

_Financial Security

_Financial Gain _Flexibility _Frankness

_

_Follow-through

_Friendship
_Health
_Ingenuity
_Learning
_Luxury
_Optimism

_Acceptance

_Accomplishing Goals

_Advancement _Ambition

t

Freedom

_Gratitude

_Harmony

_lndependence _Influence

_Kindness

_Leadership

_Loyalty

_Making

_Neatness

_Openness

a Difference

_Organization _Professional Growth
_Prosperity

_Personal Growth

_Recognition

_Resourcefulness

_Safety

_Service

_Systemization

t

Trustworthiness

Excellence _Fame

_Compassion

_Culture
_Effectiveness

_Family

_Frugality .-Fun
_Honesty _Humor
_Intimacy _Joy
Logic
_Love
_Marriage _Mastery
_Order
_Originality
_Philanthropy _Planning _Power
_Protection _Punctuality _Quality
_Reliability _Respect _Risk Taking
_Spirituality _Stimulation _Synergy
_Uniqueness _Volunteerism(1998,

Let's Go Into Business Together, Aniela Jaffe, page 45.

43-44).
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